
TITLE:  (trash…) 

Abstract
                           We noticed the amount of trash on our playground and wanted 
to find a solution. We spent four weeks picking up trash around the playground 
observing the numbers go up and down depending on the week. We decided to 
create a survey about trash to find out the school community knowledge of 
trash, recycling, and how to solve the problem. We also created a public service 
announcement to encourage students and staff to pick up trash. Our final step 
was to ask the PTO for financial help installing two permanent trash cans on the 
playground, and creating trash pick up kits to help each building turn this into 
community service and keep our campus clean.   

Earth and Environmental Sciences



Introduction
A Trash increase was Observed on campus
And We as a class  want less trash.Looking up vocabulary helped us
To create our survey to change student’s minds about trash.
Went out and collected trash to see where it was located on the 
Playground. Made a video to show picking up trash to students on campus.
Try to persuade the PTO  to get more trash cans installed on the 
Playground, with trash kits including Grabber thingys
 and gloves for trash pick up. 



Research
● Polluting leaving harmful substances in air, land
● Distracted unable to concentrate or sidetracked
● Litter trash/flying around/laying around
● Mood state of mind or feeling
● Lazy unwilling to work use energy
● Eco-friendly not harmful to environment
● Bees allergic/scared of stinging
● harmful to animals: likely to cause harm/hurt/death
● Trait quality or characteristic
● looks bad appearance that is distasteful
● Procrastination delaying or postponing copying or not giving credit
● Messy  things are lying around, not in an orderly fashion
● Prices for trash cans, trash grabbers, plastic gloves



Hypothesis
If we show a video with bags of trash and students teaching others how to pick up 
trash, students take a trash survey,  put in more trash cans, then less littering on 
campus will happen.



Materials/Procedures
Computer

Notebooks

Trash bags

Google Forms Survey

Video Script/ camera to record

Write Persuasive Letter to school 
to get trash cans/grabbers/gloves

❏ do a trash count on 
playground for 4 weeks, 2 
before video/survey, 2 
after video/survey

❏ Create survey
❏ Give Survey
❏ Collect results
❏ Create PSA video
❏ Show video to school
❏ Plan letter to school for 

new trash cans



SCRIPT for PSA (public service announcement)
Gabe- “Have you seen our campus!? It's so messy, we need to do something about it!”
Jaxon- “I know!”
Vincent- I don't want to throw away trash, I want to play with my friends.”                     
Rocco- “But don’t you think it would look much better clean?”
Vincent- “But I don’t want to go to the trash can at recess because I don't want to leave my friends and my game”
Jaxon- “It’s only fun when the trash is gone. We just have to pick it up 87first, imagine if nobody threw away trash!”
Gio-”I think that's a great idea Jaxon and yes I can imagine the playground being clean and the school would be much nicer!
Vincent- “I think it would be better if I didn't pick up trash." 
Jaxon- No, we need you to pick up trash, the Earth is relying on us!"
*Kaelyn holds up her anti-trash sign*
Rocco- ‘’Ya Vincent, we need your help picking up trash!
vincent- “Fine, I'll try it out.”
Gio- “Finally! Great job vincent!
Everyone-’’Finally! Vincent is picking up trash! Hooray!!!
KAELYN:                                      THE END!
                           Thank you for listening
   The least you can do is put your trash in the trash     
cans located around campus.
     From the Innovation Academy students of 5th grade.



Student Observations

Field sandbox area has black plastic/fabric shredded all over the field, lost and found sweaters on goal posts, 

3-5 Playground Noticed less trash on 3rd week, less bandaids, more lollipop sticks, noticed peers picking trash on Thursday

K-2 Playground : noticed a trash can on 3rd week

Under Solar Panels wasn’t trash around the trash cans on 3rd week, trash in cement tubes, rocky areas

Basketball Court Noticing trash shoved into picnic tables, trash in the bushes, the fence trash behind it

Walkway between Buildings C and D , hidden in bushes

Natural Area: Less trash the further you went into the wash, under sidewalk area, trash in cactus (which hurts) 



Table
Location People 1- 7-22

Collection
1-14-22
Collection

Surve
y
Sent
Out

1-21-22
Collection

PSA
Video
Sent Out

1-28-222
collection

Field R, G, K 60 75 56 24

3-5 Playground F, K 56 83 70 46

K-2 Playground F, B, G 26 43 20
(noticed a trash 
can) 

5

Under Solar Panels L, L 22 36 23 19

Basketball Court K, V 26 80 47 25

Walkway Building C 
and D

J, O 17 21 9 16

Natural Wash J, M, T, B observed 56 41 24

Total 207 394 266 165 Total: 1032



Trash Pick UP Graphs



SURVEY GRAPHS



Persuasive Letter : 
February 8, 2022
Dear Innovation Academy PTO, 

Our class is doing a project on trash at our school and trying to reduce it. The reason why we are writing is because of 
the amount of trash on our playground. We have collected 1,032 pieces of trash on the playground in the span of four weeks. 

Due to all of the trash we decided to send out a student created, original PSA(Public Service Announcement)  and 
Trash SURVEY to the school.  The PSA’s message was to change student’s minds about picking up trash. The Trash Survey 
asked questions about people’s opinions on recycling, trash, and potential solutions. 

Despite our attempts at convincing, or offering solutions, many kids do not want to pick up trash because it’s gross, 
and they don’t want to take away time with their friends. Some of us had to reach down into the middle of the tables, or spiky 
bushes to get the trash.  Perhaps with useful items, such as metal/permanent trash cans, trash grabbers, and gloves, they 
can clean up trash with their friends, classmates, and teachers.  We would like to place trash cans under the ramadas on the 
playground. For each building we would like to create a “trash pick-up kit”, including  6 trash grabbers, and a 
small/medium/large box of disposable gloves. Price for Trash Cans: $500 each, Grabber Set of 6: $ 26  , Gloves : $8

Our goal is to help make our school community and beyond a better place. This would be considered our graduation 
project for the Innovation Academy Community. 
Thank you for your time and dedication to our school
Sincerely, 
Mrs. Gingrich’s 5th Grade Class, LAB 19 



Conclusion/Discussion

What happened, did anything go wrong? 
We collected trash for four weeks, created a PSA, created at Trash Survey, worked on data 

collection, discussed and wrote a persuasive letter to our PTO for trash grabbers, gloves, and permanent 
trash cans, and finalized our slide show presentation. We noticed trash increase on days that the trash 
cans were full. The survey had a few students trying to be “funny” and not care about trash on our 
playground. 
What would you do differently?

Collect for a longer period of time,  a personal survey with students talking to each class and 
introducing the survey and PSA video. 
Will you continue this project? 

We hope that our project will inspire grade levels below our class to continue to keep our school 
community clean. 



References
Websites:

Dictionary.com

Helpful video for creating tables and charts: https://youtu.be/_Pg4sKDovFo

-Paper COPY of School BluePrints/School Architect Map

https://trashcansunlimited.com/school-trash-cans/

https://youtu.be/_Pg4sKDovFo


Title (catchy title that gets reader’s attention)

Abstract - paragraph with key terms that describes the main idea of your project 
and the results (to be used for SARSEF registration if chosen).
Category - what category does your project fit under? 
(https://sarsef.org/fair/categories/)

***Include pictures throughout your presentation with captions explaining what is 
going on in the pictures. Pictures should be anonymous and not have student’s 
face. SLIDESHOW CAN HAVE UP TO 15 SLIDES

Introduction
How did you come up with 
your idea, what inspired 
you, what questions did you 
ask? What is the purpose of 
your project - who will it 
impact?

Research
What topics did you 
research to learn more 
about your 
question/idea?

Hypothesis/Prediction

Science Experiment: If 
then statement (If I do 
this, then I think this will 
happen)
Engineering Project: 
What is the problem you 
are addressing and what 
are you making to solve 
the problem?

Procedures/Materials

Describe everything used so 
that others could replicate 
your project, include 5 or more 
repetitions for your results

Results

Add graphs and tables to 
show your data 

Conclusion/Discussion

Explain your results. 
What happened, did 
anything go wrong? 
What would you do 
differently? Will you 
continue this project?

Scientific Journal
Add pictures of your hand written journal/work - help the 
judges see who you are through your work!

References

https://sarsef.org/fair/categories/
#

